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■ A Rich Variety of Large-Scale Stores

Sports and Outdoor Brands to Enrich Active Lifestyles

(3) A diverse lineup of brands to enrich lifestyles

■ High Fashion Boutiques from Tokyo Present Their First Local Stores

The facility will feature many stores opening for the first time in Aichi Prefecture, such as RHC Ron Herman,
which has an adjoining café.

In addition, many brands that have become popular in Tokyo will also be opening stores,
including H.L.N.A. STORE, PORT of CALL, and B:MING LIFE STORE by BEAMS.

A collection of large-scale stores offering a tempting array of products includes “Style Factory,” a
new lifestyle proposal store presented by home center operator CAINZ Corporation, as well as
“MUJI” and “LOFT.”

A collection of multiple brands catering to all people who enjoy sports and the outdoors, from a
casual basis to serious enthusiasts.

“ADIDAS ORIGINALS” and “mont-bell” are joined by the new “GapFit” format. 

◆Style Factory

◆RHC Ron Herman
RHC Ron Herman is dedicated to the idea of bringing 

happiness to all the customers who visit its stores by 

creating an exciting space packed with the latest 

American trends in fashion, sports, and art, under the 

concept of “a cheerful store filled with positivity.”
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* All images are shown for illustration purposes only.

Style Factory supports the philosophy of living each day in your own way.

The store offers products for DIY, interiors, and kitchens, to bring ideas to life. A Work Shop provides a space for

arranging the products, with staff who love making things on hand to support customers who find the task a little

daunting.

Find your new lifestyle here at Style Factory.
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An Amusement Park Where Parents and Children Can Enjoy Experiences from Digital Tech to 

Real-World Encounters

A comprehensive lineup for children and infants with everything from toys to general daily items

■ A Full Range of Entertainment and Children’s Stores to Delight Parents,

Children, and Grandparents

A huge collection of brands for children and infants including Toys”R”Us and Akachan Honpo.
The facility offers a fun shopping experience for the whole family with a full range of general
children’s merchandise, including the first “birthday party” store in Aichi Prefecture.

◆namco

namco provides multigenerational entertainment with “VR ZONE Portal” 

featuring popular VR activity spreading throughout Japan, and the “Asobi

Park PLUS” indoor playground for families.

■ Hot Japanese and Overseas Brands

■ Brands Proposing Sophisticated Lifestyles

The facility has a collection of brands that present high-class, sophisticated urban living.
These include a range of shops popular with women, such as “ALBIONDRESSER/Parfum,” “PLST,” 
“MARKS&WEB.” 

The lineup includes overseas brands such as A|X ARMANI EXCHANGE, MICHAEL KORS and DIESEL, 
as well as a collection of major fast-fashion brands. The facility offers a collection of brands for 
brightening up everyday life and miscellaneous lifestyle brands from the latest trends to everyday items. 
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